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It’s now mid October and the
2013 ride programme is almost
completed. As you will see in
Dell’s report the number of
rides put on by our road crew
is nothing short of amazing. I
hope you enjoyed the variety of rides as much as I
did. I also hope you will take the time to complete
the survey (see cover). This way the road crew can
ensure that next years programme is even better by
matching it to the wishes of the current membership,
especially as many of you will have joined since the
last one.
Of course the end of the riding season means we
have a party coming up! If you have not got your
ticket yet then details are to your left. Tickets can
be obtained from Crippo, Wendy and Katie at the
dealership.
We have a new Assistant Director, Robin Seymour,
who takes over from Keith Dorling. Firstly I would
like to thank Keith for all his work for the chapter
and also his support on rides / trips since I joined
the chapter. Secondly, congratulations to Robin who
I am sure will rise to the challenge of filling Keith’s
shoes.
As you will see later in this issue myself and Dell
were lucky enough to be invited to the launch event
for the new ‘Project Rushmore’ bikes. This included
the opportunity to test ride the new Street Glide and
an Ultra. Very impressive!
You will find articles from a number of first time contributors including a great report from Jim & Delia
of their trip to the 110th Anniversary Celebration in
Milwaukee. Thank you to everyone who has contributed — without you this newsletter would be a very
quick read!
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Hot towels
and pizzas
The sun is
setting a little
earlier now, but
the tempo of the
Chapter doesn’t miss a beat. At October Club Night,
I’ve never seen so many people - including many
newer members. Lovely to see them all get stuck
in to the friendly hubbub that defines Hogsback.
Ruth’s LOH Bring and Buy rack was going well.
Margaret was very busy with the patch and pin sales
and Russ was particularly busy as our Returning
Officer for the election of our new second Assistant

Director

Assistant Director

Dik Gregory

Dell Evans

I would have been happy to work with either of
them alongside our other AD, Dell Evans. The vote
showed that both are fantastically popular in the
Chapter. Someone had to win, though, and my
congratulations to Robin. He seemed very pleased
to win - but that’s because he doesn’t know what’s
involved yet ;-)
Forwards, onwards and upwards - the names and
faces change, but the Chapter will always work well
as long as we all remember what it’s there for: to
enrich our Harley riding experience with as much
fun as possible. What could be simpler? Follow Dell
and I, Robin, into this planning cubicle. Hot towels
and pizzas will be supplied periodically. You will
need them.

Dell’s little
bits
First a big
welcome to
Robin as new
assistant director,
I was getting lonely as sole incumbent and I look
forward to blaming, sorry working with Robin. He
has big shoes to fill though I will miss Keiths’ calm
manner, politeness and shaved legs.
Since the last newsletter Larry Zea has taken on the
Golden Key raffle which allows me time to do a run
through of up and coming rides and events – many
thanks Larry and you’re doing a great job.

Dave Packham was first out of the raffle barrel in
the Oct Golden Key Draw and pocketed a crisp £20
note for his efforts. Faced with a choice of six keys
for a shot at £1600 his rummage in the bag pulled
out a likely looking candidate. But the lock refused
to budge and the pot will rise once again for the Nov
Draw with five remaining keys. Will it be an early
Christmas present for you, or will we all be faced
again with a Dec Club Night nail biter? Dunno - but
either way, you gotta to be in it to win it.

Director.
After 8 years in the job, Keith needed to step down
to make his life a bit easier. I will miss him greatly as
AD. He has been a huge source of support throughout -- especially through a difficult patch in the early
years when the Chapter needed all the time its
Officers could give it. The result is the easy-going
Club we now have. He was great, and I’m glad he is
able to continue as Treasurer into 2014.
In Hogsback Chapter, the final say
in choosing our Primary Officers is
down to the whole membership. This
means that where there is more than
one qualifying candidate, an election
needs to be held for Director, Assistant
Directors, Treasurer and Secretary.
And so it was that all those present
at the Oct Club Night got to choose
between Road Marshal and LOH
Officer Ruth Palmer, and Road Captain
Robin Seymour. Difficult choice. Me,
4
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If I don’t see you on one of the great Autumn rides
left, see you next Club Night - or maybe at our
amazing End of Season Party on 30 Nov - see this
issue for full details!
Now Dell, pass the pizza while I show Robin what
the hot towels are for.

Dik Gregory
Director and Road Captain

Ride Update
The year’s ride programme is all but done and
September was very busy with 3 consecutive weekends away - and of course Axel had to do all of
them. If all goes as planned in the last few weeks we
will have put on –
70 day rides
13 weekends plus away – from 1 night away to 2
weeks
10 other events – slow riding, shooting, bowling,
parties etc.
Plus 5 training events – new members and road
crew
That’s around 98 things put on by the chapter plus
a club night every month - I doubt there’s any other
chapter anywhere does so much!

Wendy has also passed on membership officer to
Russ (I know he shaves his legs) and merchandise
to Margaret so now Wendy can concentrate all her
attention on me and my many and varied needs.

So time to start planning for next year. The ride
planning meeting is set for early January and I
would hope to be able to announce most of it at
February’s club night. Hogsback will launch a survey
in November of chapter members for their input into
the ride program. This will ask for your thoughts on
the type of rides and destinations you prefer so we
can feed this into the planning session. In addition I
ask you to e mail me with your suggestions, perhaps
you know a great route or you have access to somewhere or something interesting you feel chapter
members would enjoy – I don’t care how daft it
sounds let me have your ideas please.
Don’t forget your end of season party tickets. This
year at the same venue as last with a great overnight deal of £55/room inc breakfast – details on the
web or from Crippo who has the tickets.
Lastly we are producing a Hogsback Chapter calendar with photos picked by our handsome set of
chapter photographers. These should be on sale
in November so don’t bother buying that usual one
of pussy cats when you could be reminiscing about
what a great riding year 2013 was and dreaming of
things to come.
Dell
Assistant Director and Road Captain
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Safety Officer

Assistant Director

Carl Christensen

Robin Seymour
Well here I am,
one day after
being elected I
have to write an
article for the
newsletter!!
I got really
nervous (and I
am sure Ruth was too) on the night and there were
loads of members there. Anyway thanks to Ruth and
I know she will continue to be a superb LOH leader
and contribute to the Chapter in so many ways.
I now have to live up to the role and follow on from
a truly memorable Assistant Director who gave his
time, effort and mileage so freely. Thank you Keith.
I am watching re-runs of Mrs Brown’s boys to get the
language right!
We are entering one of the busy times for the
chapter and as the ride program reaches its final
stages, other things start to happen:
The ride survey is being run again.

The Mileage challenge is coming to an end for this
year.
The ABC challenge is coming to an end.
The End of Season party is almost upon us.
Then it’s the Road Crew meeting and on to next
year!!
All at a time when you are having a well deserved
rest the officers and Road Crew are trying to sort
out an entertaining ride and social program for your
enjoyment next year. It is never a “OK I will do that
then” all crew members spend hours planning their
rides or events for you to enjoy.
I have to say it’s a lot of fun as well and to see your
faces when you see what we have arranged is great.
I can’t wait and I think I am going to enjoy this next
year!

Hi everyone it
has been a good
second half to
the riding season
for us to enjoy
plenty of ride
outs and even
trips abroad
with the chapter.
Which means clocking up the mileage and putting
wear and tear on your beloved Harley- Davidson. So
I would like you to think about what you can do to
keep your pride and joy in tip top condition between
servicing.
POWDDERSS

of these can be found on our chapter web site, so
take a minute to check them out. Some members
are already benefiting from such courses they
are engaged on. If you need an insight into what
to expect please ask me at club nights as I have
working knowledge of such courses.
Slow riding courses will again be on the agenda in
next year’s ride program, so look out for dates.
I asked you some simple Highway Code questions
last month (answers on page 8) and here are 2
more:
1) What does a round road sign, with a white border,
with 30 written in white on it with a light blue background mean?

Taken from the latest RoSPA Motor Cycle Road
Craft handbook.
Pre-ride checks
Petrol; do you have enough for your trip?

Robin Seymour
Assistant Director

Oil; check your oil and lubricant levels are correct
Water; Oh yes we do!!! Well when the first 2014
model is delivered, known as Twin-Cooled
Damage; look for damage to controls or anything
that is loose or could fall off causing a potential
hazard to you or other road users.
Drive; chains and belts check tensions and look for
any signs of damage or excessive wear.

2) When you approach a stop sign / stop sign markings on the road at a junction what MUST you do?

Electrics: lights, check front head lights and rear
brake lights are working
Rubber; tyres, check pressures, damage to surface
and side walls and for any nails etc. embedded in
the tread.
Stands; check side and centre stands’ for operation
and security.
Suspension: check movement and adjust settings
pressure on manual and air types to that advised in
your manual.
Should you have any doubt or concerns which you
can’t answer or find in your manual I would advise
you to contact your servicing agent before riding
your bike.
When and where I can I am encouraging members
to consider taking up some form of advance motorcycle training with a recognised training body. Some
6
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Enjoy the remainder of this year’s riding season
and remember when riding ‘Take opportunities, not
chances’

Carl Christensen
Safety Officer
Hogsback News Autumn 2013
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Head Photographer

Ladies of Harley

Axel Thill

Ruth Palmer

Another
Newsletter, it
feels like the
last one was
just a few weeks
ago, although
in reality it was
pre-SofER,
and in Hogsback Photo Terms, that’s over 40 photo
galleries ago. And what a collection of photos. No
idea where to start, best just go there and enjoy the
memories.
As always in life, there will be some changes. Some
may say why improve things that are not broken,
but often its the small changes and adjustments
done over time that suddenly require a more visible
change. And this is what is going to happen to our
photo galleries.
Let me explain: Hogsback Chapter posts its galleries
on a third party site called SmugMug. It’s a similar
service to Flickr or Picasa which some of you may
know. SmugMug have now revamped their site,
not just the engine crunching all those photos into
visible units, but also the overall display, the look
and feel will change. While I will try to keep it as
familiar as possible, you may notice some changes.
No picture gets lost, that is for sure, and the background will remain black. But I do not even know
exactly how the “new” Hogsback Chapter Photo

Autumn LOH
News

galleries will look once switched over, so no screenshot here, be surprised.
I will switch over the weekend this newsletter gets
published, you have now been warned, and then
it may take some days before the right balance
between old and new is found. Please feel free to
email me with your comments and suggestions,
what you like and do not like, but it will be a learning
process and not everything may be possible. Good
that the most active riding season is behind us for
2013.
Yes, 2014 is ante portas, I already started my
spread sheet for next year. Surf the photo galleries,
and if there was a ride you particularly liked, this
or some years ago, and you would like to see the
action back on the calendar, email any Road Crew
and Dell, and I am sure it will be considered at the
Planning Meeting for 2014.
There’s one more thing: We are preparing a
Hogsback Chapter Calendar 2014, and it will go
on sale at the next Club Night and EOS Party, in
time for your Xmas present shopping. Reducing
nearly 17.000 photos to 12 is not an easy task,
actually impossible, but done, and all photographers
and officers involved hope you will appreciate the
choices we made.
Axel Thill
Head Photographer

Continued from page 7
Answers to previous questions.

Seems like winter
whilst writing
this - but hey we
have had a good
riding season
with many of us out on the rides from Fish and Chip
lunches, Parham House, to weekends in Norwich,
Morecambe and the Peak District to name but a few.
A big thank you to all of you who supported the
Ladies Ride at Bisley this year -- Alex, Beverley.
Catherine, Delia, Fiona, Jayne, Sally & Vera, you
togged up in Vintage clothes, Flying Jackets, Flying
Suits even and rode. Also to the party planners,
Tracy, Tracy, Lynn ,Gwen, Sue and Wendy who
dished out the Hogsback Tea; you did Hogsback
Proud. Lynn and Paul made and donated lovely
Liberty Bell key-rings as a keepsake which raised
£85.00 for cancer charity.
The riding season is nearly over - we need to meet
up and plan for next year so put Saturday Nov 16th
in your diary to meet at the dealership for coffee and
doughnuts from 11:00am.
See you there
Ruth

1) On what occasions are you legally allowed to cross double continuous white lines? There are 5 in the
latest Highway Code book (rule 129) but there are 2 more not described.
Double white lines where the line nearest you is solid. This means you MUST NOT cross or straddle it
unless it is safe and you need to enter adjoining premises or a side road. You may cross the line if necessary, provided the road is clear, to pass a stationary vehicle, or overtake a pedal cycle, horse or road
maintenance vehicle, if they are travelling at 10 mph (16 km/h) or less.
Laws RTA 1988 sect 36 & TSRGD regs 10 & 26
The other two occasions are:
When instructed to do so by a Police or Highways Agency officer.
Where road works have controlled traffic lights or manual traffic control.
2) To test your observation what shape is a STOP road sign?
As shown on previous page this is an octagon.
8
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Charity Officer
Roger Bonnici

Well done
Hogsback
chapter members
on some very
generous fundraising over
this past riding
season. Since
my last report
Crippo arranged a prom ride escort for a young
lad in June. We had a £60.00 donation given to
our charities for this effort, Thank you to Crippo
and everyone involved in making this young man’s
evening so special.

We now have a little over £2000.00 to share out
between our chosen charities that we as a chapter
support. These are:
Alzheimer’s Society, SERV Bloodrunners, Surrey
Air Ambulance Fund, Beating Bowel Cancer and
BLESMA.
We plan to divide these funds over the next few
months and I would like to thank you all on behalf
of the charities for your generosity over this past
season. Let’s continue this on into the 2014 season
if we can.
In addition to what we have in the charity account,
several members have continued fundraising
through Justgiving.com. Robin Seymour our latest
elected Asst. Director has co-ordinated this together
with half a dozen members the following funds to
charities. See below;

Myself and Dell were invited to attend the MY14 Launch event on the morning of Saturday 7th September
which was held at Combe Abbey hotel near Coventry. We were made very welcome on arrival before
enjoying the buffet lunch provided. After lunch we were given a detailed technical briefing about the eight
new bikes produced as a result of Project Rushmore (Road King®, Street Glide®, Street Glide® Special,

Project
Rushmore

Electra Glide® Ultra Classic®, Ultra Limited, Tri Glide® Ultra, CVO Ultra Limited and CVO Road King®).
The enhancements made slot into four categories:

Control: Project RUSHMORE bikes pass faster, stop quicker and see further at night. Each model features
the new Twin-Cooled™ High Output Twin Cam 103™ or the High Output Twin Cam 103™ powertrain –
both with fuel injection, Reflex™ Linked Brakes with ABS (Anti-Lock Braking System), and Daymaker™
LED and Dual Halogen lighting.
Infotainment: New colour-screen Boom! ™ Box infotainment systems feature the first original-equipment
voice recognition and touchscreen for music, GPS navigation and phone in motorcycling, with quality

Our esteemed Ruth Palmer and Ladies of Harley
(LOH) managed to collect £85.00 on behalf of the
Bowel Cancer Trust from the LOH SOFER ride out
during the rally. Well done Ruth and to all those who
took part.
Throughout the year we have managed to have
a very successful Golden Key Raffle held during
Club nights and there is always a donation made
towards our chosen charities. At September’s raffle
there was an additional generous gesture from Sally
Salamon when she donated her winnings to our
charity funds. Thank you Sally and to you all for your
continued involvement in the Golden Key Raffle.

audio, Bluetooth® connectivity, text-to-speech technology, plus support for intercom and CB communications in a single module.
Feel: Aerodynamics and ergonomics come together to improve comfort -- from the new Batwing fairing
with splitstream venting, which reduces head buffeting by 20 percent, to best-in-class ride for passengers
BLESMA £1500.00 plus £290.00 Gift Aid

with wider and deeper seats and new back and arm rests.

Brooke Animal Hospital £575.00 plus £123.75 Gift
Aid

Style: The form and the function of many components are improved – a larger Tour-Pak® and saddlebags

The CATS Foundation (Tay-Sachs Disease in children; www.cats-foundation.org) £60.00

with convenient One-Touch latches, sleeker fenders, lighter cast aluminium wheels and intuitive hand

An excellent effort form Robin and fellow members
for their fundraising. I hope this encourages others
of you to do likewise.
So, all in all, we are hard at it, fundraising for the
less fortunate. Long may we continue.
See you all soon.

control switches.
After this we spent just over an hour riding Street Glides and Ultras, swapping over around half way. The
ride was over all too soon and it was back to the hotel for a Q&A session.
Paul Treacher

Roger Bonnici
Charity Officer & Road Captain
10
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M idnight M adness
29 th June 2013
Midnight
Madness
“Sometimes we have to step out of our comfort zones.
We have to break the rules.
And we have to discover the sensuality of fear.
We need to face it, challenge it, dance with it.”
Graham Woods
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HOGS & CHOPPERS
13th July 2013

Hogs &
Choppers
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SofER 10
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Trenches & Ypres
Sue Andrews
Ypres and Dunkirk
16th - 18th August
As a first weekend trip as a pillion I knew it
would be a great experience but what I didn’t
realise was how great!
Friday 16th August
We started our journey at Clacket Lane
Service Station, Cliff lead fourteen bikes to
Folkestone with Dell as back marker. It was
threatening to rain but we managed to arrive at
Folkestone dry.
Checking in and the journey on the tunnel
went smoothly, I didn’t realise how quick
the journey would be. After a stop at Calais
Service Station for fuel and coffee we drove
through the French countryside passing
small villages and farming areas to arrive at
Poperinge in the Belgium Province of West
Flanders. It was a welcome break with good
food and lots of laughs and chatter.
Back on bikes for 10 minutes to stop at
Lijssenthoek War Cemetery, it has a very tranquil and poignant atmosphere which left me
thinking... We then rode a further 30 minutes
through the Flemish countryside arriving at
Langemark German Cemetery. The atmosphere of the cemetery was extremely sombre.
We arrived at the Novotel Hotel Ypres around
4.30pm. After a quick shower we met in the
bar for drinks followed by a 3 course buffet.
We then took a stroll to the market square
where a public karaoke was taking place as
part of the Ypres music festival weekend. It
was good fun singing and dancing along with
hundreds of locals. Andy (superstar) Jo and
Cliff should be mentioned for their dancing
skills! Brilliant, it was a fun filled evening.
Saturday 17th August
After a leisurely breakfast most of the group
walked into the town centre, some visited the
market enjoying the relaxed atmosphere while
others visited the Flanders Field Museum, a
place you could spend many hours soaking up
the history of the war years. At 1pm Cliff led
the ride to The Passchendaele Experience.

The first part of the museum gave us a historical overview of WW1, a large collection of
artefacts, images and movies.
The second part of the museum allowed us to
explore the German and British trench experience and life underground in the dugout during
the campaign. By the end of the tour the sun
was shining and we had refreshments in the
museum garden.
Back on the bikes for a ride to the Roselare
dealership to look at all the goodies. What I
found unusual was the chapter clubroom complete with pool table and bar serving alcohol!
We then had a leisurely ride back to the hotel
for a quick change and drinks before walking
a few minutes up the road for the Last Post
Ceremony at the Menin gate. Many hundreds
had gathered to show their respects to the
fallen with no known grave. A moving ceremony full of emotion and a few tears shed.
A table had been booked at the Markt 22
restaurant in the square with live entertainment
throughout our meal, even a rain shower didn’t
dampen our spirits. Wendy took care of us
during our meal even organising black sacks
for those that were getting a tad wet. Those
that felt the night was still young had drinks at
‘The Old Bill’ pub a few steps away from the
hotel. Some of the group had a few sherbets
too many!
Sunday 18th August
The sun shone throughout our journey to
Dunkirk. Our first stop was to the Operation
Dynamo Museum another really interesting
museum depicting a most important event in
our recent history.
We had lunch at a beach-side restaurant
where we sat in glorious sunshine with a great
view of Dunkirk beach. It is difficult to believe
what had taken place all those years ago. We
all enjoyed good food and again lots of chatter
and laughter. It was a superb way of ending a
great weekend.
We said goodbye to Dell and Wendy, Phil and
Sheila who were spending a few extra days in
France. Cliff led the way to the Calais terminal
to complete our Hogsback trip to Ypres and
Dunkirk. Thank you Cliff, Dell, Wendy and the
entire group for making my first weekend trip
memorable and enjoyable.
Sue Andrews

20
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Thunder in The Glens Pt.1
Jayne Wunderlich
th

th

24 - 27 August
Philip and I are reminiscing about our
amazing week at Aviemore at Thunder in the
Glens.
We decided to transport our bikes up in a
hire van so I could ride my bike, ‘Snoggie’
and Philip’s V8 Chopper, at the Thunder
in the Glens rally. If any of you need any
encouragement to participate in a Hog
weekend, let me tell you that this was my first
weekend away with the Hogsback Chapter
and a Hog Rally and it was absolutely
amazing. The Dunedin Chapter were incredible and thank you Robin for organising such
a wonderful trip.
We travelled up on the Wednesday with
David, Katie and Norman for an overnighter
at Newcastle where we met up with Len.
Next day, we continued up to Aviemore with
Len doing some gardening on the way for
which we gave him 8 out of 10 for style, 9 out
of 10 for creativity and 10 out of 10 for agility.
Good on you, Len!
Philip and I enjoyed the spectacular scenery
of the Scottish Highlands. We went up to
Cairngorm just outside Aviemore on our own
but sadly a relay on the V8 went and we had
an exciting free-wheel down the mountain
back to base. The chopper was out of action
for the rest of the weekend, but Beverley very
generously lent Philip her bike and we were
able to join in the rides including a 3,000
bike 50 mile ride to Grantown on Spey and,
of course, Robin & Beverley’s fabulous ride
around Loch Ness.

For those of you who like to see legs, there
were lots of boys in kilts and girls in kilts too!
Some of the girls kilts were little more than
belts, I’ll give you that, but gorgeous to look
at so Philip assures me and definitely all
of the kilts were lots of fun. Of course, not
wanting to feel left out myself, I am now the
proud owner of a Royal Stewart red tartan kilt
of my own and, hopefully, I will be looking for
a sporran next year!
The Scottish hospitality was truly epic.
The whole village of Aviemore took part in
the Rally, with hotels, bars and shops all
decorated with Harley flags and banners.
Everyone was friendly and helpful and in fact,
we were treated like long-lost family wherever we went.
The Thunder in the Glens Rally was absolutely out-of-this-world and we are sitting
here in our van on the M6, travelling home
and planning our return visit next year. I
started scribbling these notes as we were
skirting around Manchester in thick, heavy
traffic, travelling at 5 miles per hour whilst
eating chocolate and the Walker shortbread
biscuits that we were supposed to be bringing home for Graham (unlucky, Graham! The
shortbread was tremendous!)

Jayne & Philip
Snoggie & V8

We danced to fantastic bands including the
amazing ‘Biro’ Highlands band, ate haggis
and venison with dear friends and spent
time meeting lots of new, like-minded motorcyclists, many of whom were on choppers,
sports bikes and trikes as well as our much
loved Harleys. It’s fair to say Philip and I have
never seen so many trikes in one place and
ridden out with at least a dozen trikes on the
organised events. The trikes fell in amongst
the pack of riders seamlessly and now that
Harley are making their own production trike,
we hope we will be able to ride with trikes
time and time again.
22
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Thunder in The Glens Pt.2
Martin Wilde
The Wilds’ Thunder in the Glens perspective
22nd - 27th August
We donned our waterproofs and met the other 8
bikes at GHD, for a briefing and a cuppa including
some encouragement from Carl and Del, who are
looking a little damp from their ride to the dealership
(new waterproofs or a fairing for Del I think).

We set off a little late and follow Robin onto the M25
which was like a car park, but with careful filtering
we cleared it once we had got past Heathrow. We
then joined the A1 for the long haul North. I love this
road, as it reminds us of the adventures we have
had and those that we are going to have, reminiscing passes the time until we have a couple of
breaks. Eventually Robin takes us off the A1 around
Doncaster, but it is nothing but heavy traffic, everyone is boiling in their waterproofs as the weather
warms up, so 9 bikes pull into a car park and everyone strips off, and has a drink. What must the locals
have thought?

Next day after cleaning and loading the bikes, we
roll out for the run to Aviemore. Robin takes us
through the Northumberland National Park, one part
was like a roller coaster, a fantastic road. We stop
at the Redesdale Arms for a quick drink before we
leave England. We wave at the groups of Harleys
travelling North. After our short stop we set off to
stop at Carter Bar for the border crossing, (this is a
good ABC stop as well, you get England, Scotland,
Northumberland National Park and Scottish Borders
all in one place).
Pictures taken we go off into Scotland. We travel on
a good mixture of country and major roads eventually stopping just south of the Forth Bridge, for a
quick lunch. After much debate, some of us put on
our waterproofs, as the road signs are telling us that
heavy rain is predicted! The clouds are darkening
as well. Scotland never fails to surprise, where the
weather is concerned. We cross the bridge and
move North. The view over the Firth of Forth never
fails to impress. Our leader takes us past Scone and
Braemar, the countryside is wooded with full rivers
everywhere, (bet the Queen is enjoying the fishing!)
He then takes us deeper into the Highlands and onto
the Tomintoul Road. At the bottom we have to stop
for the rest of the group to put on their waterproofs,
as the weather has started to turn wet. The road
up is as twisty and challenging as any high pass in
mainland Europe, I love it! We eventually get to the
top after many switchbacks. The weather does not
detract from the beautiful scenery (this road tends to
be the first and last road to get snow in the UK but
no sign of it here!!) We pass various distillery names
(Robin and Axel must have been crying in their
helmets, they love a single malt).
We eventually join the queue of bikes into Aveimore.
The music is already playing and lots of men in
skirts and leather everywhere, drinking beer, looks
good.
We book into the hotel, which is right at the heart of
the rally, a perfect position. After a wash and brush
and book in to collect our rally packs, we meet up
for a meal. Finding somewhere was a challenge as
every hostelry is full, still we are squeezed in by the
lady barkeep, at one place and get to eat together,
well done Robin and Axel for getting us to the rally.

We then rejoin the A1 and make it to the hotel just
with time for a constitutional walk and dinner.
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After the meal we spilt up, me and Jackie find an
ice cream stop, and then made our way to the main
hall. All the pubs, restaurants and Hotels have live
music, from Country and Western, Blues and Rock,
so there is loads of choice to be had.

After the disco and a small fireworks display we join
in the fun with the 70’s band Ballroom Glitz. Now
the singer made a bad choice to go into the crowd,
one girl pulled his wig off, and guess what, he was
bald! Still he was able to make fun of it, we danced
till about 12.30am, everything stops at 1am anyway,
and as we are on the parade we decide to go to
bed. A good day all in all.

Next day after breakfast we agreed to meet up for
the parade with all the Hogsback chapter gang later,
so we have just enough time to walk round the 50 or
so stalls, which offer the usual fare of clothing, parts,
tattoos and foodstuffs. We form up for the parade,
which seems to go all round the hotel complex, just
before we set off, the rain starts to fall, so a big rush
to don the waterproofs and off we go.
The parade takes us through the highlands, we pass
villages, moorland woods and the sight of hundreds
of Harleys round Loch Lochindorb was something
else, it has to be the most picturesque parade we
have ever been on, and everyone living there has
turned out to wave at us. As we make Granton on
Spey, most of the Hogsback chapter turn off, we drift
into the town, which is closed off completely for the
parade. There are stalls of local fare and goods, so
we park up and take in the atmosphere, chatting to
some of the other riders and locals, and have some
much needed lunch. After a walk about we chat to
a couple of old ladies who come to watch the bikes
every year, they jump out of their skin every time
a bike starts up nearby, but laugh at it, we finally
say our goodbyes and thank you’s for the great
reception.
We make our way back for the evenings entertainment. We watch a local girl covers band die a
death followed by Clan and Drumma (men in kilts
play traditional drum and pipe music). This got the
crowd stirred up, they led us out to the firework
show, then back in to the next band Bessie and the
Zinc Buckets, a rockabilly band with a difference.
They are a great party band and will play music
from Pink Floyd to Punk all in the rockabilly style,
they were the masters of getting everyone up and
dancing, Jackie even threw her bra at the singer, (he

wears as many as he can on his head as a party
piece). They closed with everybody singing a Bay
City Rollers song. All those bikers singing Bay City
Rollers and I knew the words, How?! We went to
bed at closing time. Happy days, oh Jackie got her
bra back for next time!
Next day Robin and Axel take us out for a ride round
Loch Ness, we are joined by Katie and Dave, who
are camping at the rally, as well. We make it to the
Nessie center, where some walk round the visitor
center. Jack and I just recover from the night before.
We then say our goodbyes to the group leaving
us to go to the Western Isles, and continue round
the Loch with a photo shoot for Axel, in a couple of
places one had a great vista of the great glen off
into the distance. We see several groups of Harleys
doing the same thing. We make a lunch stop near
Inverness. As Dave wanted to visit Culloden battle
site we follow, but we decide to break off. I have an
Ice cream moment and see on the map there is a
possible place, so we ride to Nairn and there is the
ice cream shop waiting for us, with a queue outside.
We buy our ice creams and watch the boats and
swimmers in the sea, brave people! We then make
our way back to Aveimore, there is no doubt the
countryside round here is fantastic.
In the evening the rally area is quieter, as many have
left for home, Scotland does not have a bank holiday
as we have, so we get into a restaurant easily and
eat alfresco, and listen to a good Thin Lizzy covers
band. We search out another ice cream moment
and watch the fire-eaters do their stuff while bands
swap over. Off we go to see Shawaddywaddy, not
our thing, but they are professional, we still have
to have a dance. They have a captive audience as
most of the music is centered in the main hall. We
make our way back as we are off home tomorrow.
We split from the main group as we head for York to
see Jackie’s brother on the way home.
At breakfast we say our goodbyes and a great big
thank you to Robin and Axel for putting together
great rides each day and booking the hotel in the
best location. A lot of work by these guys goes into
making sure those that attend have a good time,
and they succeeded.
Oh a big thank you to the people that organize the
Thunder in the Glens Rally, it was without doubt our
best so far (SofER excepted).

Martin
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Thunder in The Glens Pt.3
Robin Seymour
Thunder in the Glens 2013
22nd - 27th August
What a great way to spend a bank holiday
weekend!!
We all met at Guildford Harley Davidson on
Thursday for a 09:00 departure and it was
wet! Luckily spirits were high so no dampening of enthusiasm and off we went.
In view of the weather I decided it would be
easier to stick to big roads so used the M25
and A1. We had 9 bikes in the group with a
further 5 making their own way up.
The weather dried out and soon we were
whizzing up towards an over night stop in
Durham. No incidents on the way to Durham,
just regular stops to relieve boredom and
bladders.
Bowburn Hall Hotel turned out to be a little
gem, for the price the rooms were good and
the food was very good.
Friday started with the sun shining and
a great breakfast and off we went via
Consett to the A68 up to Corbridge and
then Jedburgh, what a cracking road the
Corbridge to Otterburn is!!
Couldn’t ride past the Redensdale Arms at
Otterburn without stopping for coffee before
riding through the moors and over the hills to
Scotland for the mandatory photograph.
A quick scoot round Edinburgh and off to
Perth on the motorway. From Perth we went
towards Braemar and went past the palace of
Scone (was that where the “stone of “scone”
came from?) anyway, once past Scone it was
a treat, the old military road is in good condition and some fantastic views and bends.
Having got to Balmoral, we had a bit of
drizzle and when we stopped to put wets
on it was within minutes that a police car
appeared and checked us out.
With our royal seal of approval we went on a
little pokey connecting road (which saved us
lots of miles) towards Lecht and Tomintoul.
I cannot praise the builders of this road
enough, it’s a cracker and just when you
think you are finished you get a superb little
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hill climb that you see at the last minute and
gives you a wow as you turn into it. If you
haven’t done it then put it in your diary!
It’s a shame the cloud was low as the views
were ok but they could have been better.
We arrived at Aviemore and checked into
the hotel which was fine but one of the
group had been moved to another hotel so I
requested a manager and all was sorted and
we stayed as a group.
The party began with a group meal at a little
pub at the far end of Aviemore and whilst a
little on the dingy side, they looked after us
well. It was then time for all to go and play on
their own or in groups and I could relax. We
had arranged to do the parade and then go
off to the Distillery so that we could do the
Loch-ness ride on Sunday.
Having had a superb breakfast at the hotel,
we formed up for the parade and resolved to
get there earlier next time and not be at the
roundabout where there was lots of nausea
with people trying to jump queues and push
in. The parade itself was great despite a little
drizzle over the hills. We managed to get
out of Grantown OK (well most of us) and
get over to the meeting point to set off for
Huntley and Glendronach.
Sadly the ride had taken a bit longer so we
were all starving so we looked for somewhere to have a munch and came across
the Dowans Hotel just outside Aberlour who
looked after us very well. It was all a bit tight
so we decided that rather than push to the
distillery (which shut at 4pm) we would just
have a scenic ride and I found a little road
which led us back towards Aviemore and we
didn’t see a car until we got back to Granton.
All in all despite the drizzle a great day.
Having done the Chapter thing, it was up to
all to enjoy themselves and be aware that we
were doing “Nessie” in the morning.
Sunday was bright and sunny and a gorgeous day to be on a bike! Over the hills
to Inverness and then down the side of the
Loch to the Visitor centre for coffee and
mooch about.
Some of our group were going off to Skye
so we said goodbye to them here and we
went around the loch, over the hills and back
to Inverness for a late lunch and then off to
Culloden to satisfy the culture buffs.
Hogsback News Autumn 2013
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Having done the culture, it was time to head
back to get ready for Showaddywaddy. I think
they should have retired but luckily it takes all
types.
The rally was over and despite the nausea
over deposits not being allocated at the hotel,
some being overcharged and/or moved (I felt
the manager and I were starting a relationship I had spent so much time talking to him
or his accounts team) I had enjoyed my first
TTIG.
So up early and off to Durham, this time via
the A9 as I had arranged for us to stop off at
a friends parents’ house in Dunkeld to show
off the bikes and as we were only 5 bikes on
the way back it was easy and they appreciated the gesture.

Milwaukee 110th
Anniversary Celebration
Jim & Delia Cordell
Harley Davidson’s 110th Celebration, Milwaukee.
29th August - 1st September
We started our holiday with a 9 day self guided tour
from Chicago, through Illinois, Minnesota, around
the Lakes then down to Muskegon, Michigan where
we got the ferry along with hundreds of other bikers
heading straight into Milwaukee, did you know that
Lake Michigan is just under 100 miles wide between
Muskegon in Michigan & Milwaukee and it took
nearly 3 hours to cross on a high speed ferry.

IT was a bit of a scoot then and we stopped
for lunch outside of Lauder (pardon I hear
you say) and then went down to the Bowburn
Hotel in Durham via the Kielder Water and
some tiny little roads before we got back to
the welcoming hotel and a great meal. My
thanks to Walter, John and Tatiana.
Tuesday and we did not want the ride to
finish so we did a bit of the A1 and then
cut into Nottinghamshire to visit Sherwood
chapter and Robin Hood Harley with their
“huge” car park. No coffee unless you buy it!
A stop for lunch and we eventually said
goodbye at the bottom of the M1 and then
waved to each as they went their own way at
the A3.
All in all a great weekend, my first TTIG,
some great roads and some pretty good
weather, combine that with great entertainment and a great bunch of people and I now
have to decide whether to arrange a trip to
TTIG2014 or a Mosel wine fest!
Thank you TTIG team for all your efforts, you
did your chapter proud.
Thank you Axel for back marking and thank
you to the members for making it easy and
enjoyable.

Robin Seymour
Road Captain
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bikes and some very good bikes, it’s amazing different people’s concept of style, but that’s what makes
it all so interesting

This gave us plenty of time to chat with other bikers,
all raring to party for 5 days & nights. They were
from all over the Eastern states and Canada, they
were telling us how many times they had made the
trip and what a good time we will have. We headed
straight to our hotel, The Aloft, which was ideally situated between the HD Museum & the Summerfest
Grounds where most of the entertainment was
happening.
We have never been to a Harley Anniversary
Celebration before so did not know what to expect,
but the organisation was unbelievable. Our arrival
at the museum the next morning was an experience; we were greeted with such a warm welcome
from all of the stewards and staff that were there to
guide you in and get you parked up, then direct you
to wherever you wanted to go. We soon saw some
familiar patches and faces from Oxford Chapter and
after all the hugs & handshakes we went into the
museum to collect our ticket packages. Again the
museum staff were so helpful and took us straight
to another desk and sorted them for us. The whole
place was starting to buzz, the bike parks were
filling up quickly and so they were starting to park
the bikes along the highway in both directions, both
sides of the road, that sure is a lot of Harleys’. We
decided to keep the museum tour for another day
and went to look around the trade stands and invitational bike show. There were some very strange

We then decided to hop on one of the buses that will
transport you from the museum to the Summerfest
grounds for $2.25 so you do not need to ride
between the two venues if you don’t want to, they
gave you a transit ticket so it didn’t cost you to get
back. What a system, they ran both ways every 15
minutes.
At the Summerfest grounds we collected our entry
passes and our show tickets for the evening entertainments over the next 3 days, we were expecting
this to be a challenge as we organised this through
Ticketmaster before we left, but again they made it
so easy and we got them all without any problems.
Once inside, after security thoroughly checking
everything you took in as they will not allow you to
take any food, drink, knives, guns or explosives into
the grounds — because they want you to buy it all
inside! Well, apart from the last three! — Maybe!
We had a good look around and got our bearings
as it was huge in there, so many stages with bands
playing all day and a vast selection of food outlets...
oh yeah, alcohol was available too. We headed to
the Hog Lounge to collect our Celebration Pins and
discount vouchers for merchandise. Then it was
time to head back to the hotel and freshen up for
the evening gig.”Toby Keith”. Well — it just goes to
show how wrong you can be about someone! He
was either on something before he came on stage
or he is always off his head. What a disappointment.
The crowd went wild during the ‘wind you up’ video
before he came on, and stayed that way throughout
the show, especially when he sang a song about a
bloody little plastic cup — how strange!
Hogsback News Autumn 2013
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The next day, Friday, we went to the Summerfest
grounds where the atmosphere was building again
with HOG clubs from literally all over the world, we
thought we had come a long way! Outside in the
parking area was the vendor village with so many
trade stands selling everything you could think of,
it took a few hours to walk around that area alone.
There were 5 stages with live bands playing all day,
the finals of the national motorcycle rodeo competition was also being held there, which is an amazing
event to actually watch.

The atmosphere over the whole 5 day event was
wonderful, both in the Summerfest grounds and in
Milwaukee itself.
The whole city is taken over by hundreds of thousands of bikers, nearly every hotel throughout
Milwaukee was full up, and you are made to feel so
welcome by the residents who on numerous occasions having seen our Hogsback UK patches would
come over to chat and thank you for visiting their
city, can you imagine that happening in London?

The weather was fantastic all the time we were
there, 29-32 degrees every day. They did announce
over the speaker system at one point that a fierce
thunderstorm was due to hit the show-ground in
about 1 1/2 hours....we decided that we would head
back to the hotel. The storm moved away from the
area without even a drop of rain being dumped, as
they said on the news that evening.”God must ride a
Harley”.

The biggest event of the festival is “The Parade”
which the entire city turns out to watch. They lined
the sidewalks from around 6.30 am with their rugs,
chairs and cool boxes, and the first bikes didn’t
leave the Miller Show-ground until 10 am.

back up again and came down nicely this time 2
abreast again, but with big smiles on their faces! Of
course, all of this was done with lights and sirens full
blast!

You had military bikes, vintage bikes, custom bikes
every kind you could think of was included, then
came all the chapter flags and riders dressed up
in either costumes from their home country or just
plain silly. It was so hot for us watching, riding with
some of that gear on was very brave. They came
in their thousands, never seeming to end. Then at
the back came Harley Davidson staff on bikes and
in custom HD trucks, then fire engines, paramedics
and more police. They really do all get into it. “Sorry
Ma’am, can’t come and arrest that guy that just set
fire to your shop — we’re doing the Harley Parade
— please call back later!!!!”
Evening entertainment tonight was supplied by
Kid Rock on the main stage, ZZ Top & Katy Sagal
(Gemma from Sons of Anarchy) with her band on
some of the other stages around the grounds. Well,
we bought tickets to see Kid Rock — wish we hadn’t
after about 20 minutes — so left to go and watch
Katy for a while, then ZZ Top. We must say that Katy
has a good voice, very mellow, but it did not come
over well there, and ZZ Top were not impressive
either, but they are old! (Christ...I just googled them
and found they are only 3 years older than me!!!).

The main evening entertainment was Aerosmith,
who never fail to put on a great show, each evening
before the main event Willie G & the Davidson family
came on stage to wave and greet the crowd, and
stating that “We ride with you” — don’t know why —
but they did!
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Sunday was back to the HD museum for the
custom bike show and our tour around the home
of Harley. Where do we begin.....you must go if you
are a Harley rider...there are no two ways about it.
You start with No1..the earliest registered Harley
Davidson and it just goes on from there...on and on
and on. The display of bikes through the years is
incredible, too much to put here...just go!
The custom bike show was amazing, the quality of
the builds and paint jobs were just fantastic — some
were weird and impossible to ride safely but that is
what customizing is about, do it your way. Willie G
again came out on the balcony again to wave to the
crowds — he’s good at waving now!! After another
great day at the museum we headed back to the
hotel to get ready for our trip down to Chicago, then
on to Canada, but you don’t want to hear about that.
We must say that our Hogsback UK back patches
went down very well, we were constantly asked if it
was ok to take pictures of the patch, Delia said that
if we charged $2 for every photo taken of our patch,
it would have paid for the trip — mmmm — maybe
for the 115th!
The big sign at the HD Museum says it all
“WELCOME HOME” — they really do make you feel
part of the family.

We were watching the crowds gather on the TV in
our hotel room, all the local and some national news
stations had it covered live. The actual parade takes
3 hours to end up at the Summerfest Grounds,
taking 90 minutes to pass any one spot on the route.
We had to walk about 1 1/2 miles to get a semi clear
spot with a good view, next to a local family that
again kept thanking us for coming to their city!!!
It seemed that every police bike & car wanted to
be involved, the police bikes came down Michigan
Avenue, where we were standing, two abreast and
then started weaving in and out of each other across
the road — sorry, pavement — doing their own
display. Then turned around at the end and went

city with live bands; every dealership in Milwaukee
held its own events with shows, ride outs and bands.

Jim & Delia Cordell

We must say that from lunchtime onwards, into the
early hours of the morning for the 5 days, there were
free street parties in numerous venues around the
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Blue John

Opale Shore

Lynn Ford

Ian Thoburn

Our Blue John Rideout

20th to 22nd September

6th - 8th September

You have to love the turn of the seasons always a
great way to celebrate, In March we normally have
the Pioneer run to mark the start of spring, and now
to celebrate the coming of Autumn I feel the Opal
Shore rally is the perfect way to celebrate.

We had great pleasure in joining our Chapter
Director Dik Gregory and his wife Hillary and
30 or so other Hogsback Chapter members
for a weekend away to the Peak District in
early September.
I had fond memories of the area I had grown
up in, but I never really took it all in at the time.
You see, I guess some things are best seen
on a Harley. The glorious scenery and the
wonderful views, sheep wandering and a few
other brave souls. Travelling on Woodhead
down to Snake Pass swinging by Ladybower
Reservoir and the dam wall at Bamford. It’s all
just stunning.
The area is packed with open roads and is
popular with bikers due to the twists, turns and
straights. You might even jump out of your skin
as I did as pillion. It’s all part of the thrill. There
are some sharp rises and falls and as you go
into the bends - it’s a challenge. Our Director,
Dik, doesn’t like anything less. The ride to
Speedwell Cavern is interesting.
Have a break - take a boat ride through the
lead mines, and visit Holmfirth, place of the
Last of The Summer Wine. Get a cuppa and
scone at Syd’s Cafe.
If you have never visited this area, Snake Pass
is the slippery critter which links Manchester
and Sheffield across England’s backbone, the
Pennines, where you can work those gears
and enjoy scenic views. It’s a tarmac treat and
with good company and a laugh along the way
you will feel like you have just achieved riding
Nirvana. I will never forget it - it was awesome!
Lynn Ford

Dell led fourteen bikes at a brisk rate from a grey
Surrey to the sunnier shores of France through
glorious French countryside and some of the best
riding roads I have come across to lunch at Bolougne.
Thank goodness for our tame travel rep Axel “Mr
Thomas cook” who translated the menu for many, a
habit he got used to over the weekend.
And then direct to Hardelot where as they say “the
action is” and wow what a set-up. The whole town is
taken over by The Opale Chapter, Harleys and stalls.
Once all ensconced in the Hotel we accepted the
courteous offer by the Opale Chapter for pre-dinner
drinks and for some a bondage session, these assistant directors are strange.
Once fed and watered we went to listen to the band,
deciding it was interesting we headed to a nearby bar.
Cometh the morning and cometh the mystery ride as
we took a Thomas Cook special tour via farmlands,
farms and lots of cobbles to the pretty market town
of Montreuil. A quick visit to an army surplus store for
some and an unfulfilled search for a windmill by me
and it was back to the hotel. Now I have never seen
so many Harleys in one street; the constant rumble
was superb. With free bands, stalls and a bike show
it was a great way to spend the afternoon until the
parade when the Hogsback horrors joined in.
The evening’s entertainment was a fine meal at the
grand Cafe as honoured guests again but who stole
“les flotains”? Once out into the street and the town
was quiet as most riders had headed off to their digs,
and the bands were quiet, well unless you could
squeeze into the already over packed Irish bar.
Now in France they do things different and several
hundred bikes on a ride out at 10.00am was impressive but sadly we couldn’t ride with them as we were
heading home via a lovely meal at jacks bar.
A fantastic weekend and the perfect way to get to
know some of the best riding roads, and yes I had to
stop for a windmill in Kent.

Ian
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Iron Hog
Phil Blake
This article first appeared in the October issue of Bridgwater Chapter’s Hardly News and is reproduced with
the kind permission of Phil and Gord (editor).
Iron Hog - August 2013
There is an ancient Hindu proverb that states “let’s
ride to all 28 HD dealers in the UK in 62 hours,
that’ll be good for a laugh”!
My advice is to ignore this and go to the pub and
wait for the pain to go away.
Warning to Bridgwater Hog members - this tale
contains no fancy dress and is an ALCOHOL FREE
ZONE. This is about riding bikes! Also no motor
homes were hurt in the making of this story.
Newbie rides again and again and again....
Being a member of Bridgwater and GWC HOG
has great advantages - you get double the
fun and twice the opportunity. One of
those opportunities landed in the
form of a mailchimp from fellow
GWC member Steve Link. He
was looking for fellow members
to join him in doing the Iron
Hog. I’d never heard of it before
but this is how it works: You
have 48 hours to visit 4 mandatory HD dealerships - Plymouth,
Maidstone, Norwich and Edinburgh
and for every dealership visited you
get an extra 30 minutes added to the
total time. So you have 50 hours to visit 4
dealers and 62 hours to visit all 28 dealers. When
you arrive at a dealer first you fill the details in the
log book. Then you have a clapper-board to fill in
with mileage, name of the dealer and get the dealer
to stamp it and sign to confirm you were there. Then
you stand outside each dealership, take a photo of
the clapper-board, your number plate and a copy of
today’s paper (The Sun do nice big headlines). If the
dealer is closed fill up with fuel or snacks to prove
date and time with a receipt.
To avoid being caught in the rush I emailed straight
back to confirm my interest. Steve started planning
a route using Google maps; I had a Sat-Nav so I
agreed to lead. This was our first major headache
- the Sat-Nav. As in all journeys, good preparation
is vital and as time was of the essence I decided
to update the maps on my Garmin. What a bloody
mistake! Took me 10 hours to update and load all
the POI’s and connect to my Scala headset. On the
Friday before the August bank holiday Steve had
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booked all the hotels and sent me an email confirmation with addresses of the hotels. That was the
last thing to go into the Sat-Nav before leaving on
the following Tuesday. I switch on, try to enter the
addresses and all I get is no data available! Engage
panic circuits, panic circuits engaged Agrrrrrrr!!!
Now part of my Iron Hog deal with the lovely Mrs B
was to go away for the bank holiday weekend. So
at 6pm I was still on the phone to Garmin trying to
breathe life into this lump of junk. In our long marriage I have learned never to give the lovely Mrs B
the moral high ground and as I finally threw in the
towel a quiet voice came from the lounge, saying “I
don’t rant and rave at you when you delay us by 2
hours...” My defeat was final!! I sent a text to Steve
explaining what had happened and my first
hint of Steve’s character came through
“OK, we will do it by map and a car
Sat-Nav.”
On the journey to Dorset inspiration hit me - our lord and master
Sir Tel of Portland has the same
Sat-Nav! Grovelling texts were
sent and Terry very kindly agreed
to lend us his Sat-Nav and I
arranged to pick it up on way home
on Monday - sweet.
The Tuesday arrives, bike all loaded
and off to Bristol Riders at 5.45am to meet
Steve for a 7am start and fuel up to prove our start
time . The one bonus was we had glorious sunshine so we get over to Riders and start filling in
the paperwork. It takes forever - the plan was 10
minutes a dealer but we decided the process would
eventually get quicker. Onto Bridgwater, dive in and
get Billy to stamp the clapper-board - all the admin
done. Off to Plymouth - again a dealer stamp,
photos etc. and a quick brew. Southampton next
- this is the first major detour near Charmouth on
the A35. We run into this traffic queue, so start to
filter to get to the front only to find a car fire and the
emergency services blocking the road. So I detour
around and of course the clock is ticking down and
the mileage is going up. Finally get to Southampton
by 1.45pm, time for lunch. Now, the plan for the
day is 12 dealers ending in Norwich by 10pm - not
looking likely? The day goes on, Guildford next.
It was between here and Shaw HD in Lewes that
a friendship was tested! We are in another traffic

queue, its hot, the heat is pouring off the engine,
we still have to visit 7 more dealers and Steve leans
over and says “I could murder a pint.” Tempting
though it was, we had to stay focussed rather than
running to the nearest pub.
Into Shaws, more coffee, same process. Onto
Maidstone, do the biz, then London – ahhh! yes
the smoke - the stupidity begins. First is Lakeside,
West Thurrock - we head off following the Sat-Nav
and end up going through Canary wharf past the 02
and through the Blackwall tunnel. It takes eons to
arrive at Lakeside and Steve says there’s something
wrong with the Sat-Nav, he reckons we should have
come over the QE2 bridge. Rummage through the
settings and find the Sat-Nav was set to avoid toll
bridges - bugger! It’s already 8.20pm, we have 2
dealers in central London to visit, then Newmarket
and finish in Norwich. Steve offers the choice of
binning central London and go on to Newmarket but
the spirit of adventure was high so, in the words of
Delboy, “He who dares Wins, Rodney.” Back into
central London, its stop, start, still busy, cameras
everywhere. Got lost several times but at least we
can use the bus lanes. Visit both dealerships in
London and time for Macdonalds on the Kings Rd.
Its 10.55pm, I’m sitting there thinking I’m in London.
I can get anything: drink, drugs, parties and lovely
eastern European ladies who might pleasure my
tired body - just remind me what the attraction is to
go to Norwich?
Steve hauls me out of Maccy Ds and says he’ll lead
to the M25. We get to the M25 but our junction is
closed. Stop, get map out, go to the A1M and cut
across to Newmarket. We arrive at 12.30am, visit
the dealer, look for the address for the Hotel only to
find Steve has printed the Scottish booking confirmation twice... so I say “oh dear” several times,
this day couldn’t get any more daft. We push on
to Norwich, I lose Steve on the way into Norwich
but finally we get to the Hotel at 1.50am. We have
been riding for 20 hours and ridden 672 miles. The
original plan was to leave Norwich at 6am, that
was quickly binned and we rearranged to visit the
Norwich Dealer in the morning at 8am. Now the
revised plan is 7 dealers the next day but the same
mileage so less admin as it’s only 7 stops. Steve
is full of optimism as tomorrow will have a lot more
motorway and fewer dealers. We leave Norwich at
8 and on to the following dealers: Sycamore, Robin
Hood, Lincoln and Chesterfield and around 4pm
we hit a motorway on the way to Leeds. Steve can’t
believe it! Into Newcastle, through the Tyne tunnel
and get to Newcastle HD at 19.00. Scotland next,
Edinburgh and finish just outside Glasgow. Get on to
the A1 to Edinburgh - what a beautiful road - forests,
moorland, fast straights, nice bends and herds of

graceful sodding Gatso’s everywhere. If ever a
road was ruined this is it! It’s like someone went to
Holland and said can I buy all your Gatso’s and have
you got any spare?
Edinburgh - a shame that it’s dark, it’s quite spectacular in the gloom. You would expect most dealers
to be on business parks like Riders but they are
in all sorts of locations including normal streets
which make them trickier to find, Edinburgh being
one of those. We find Edinburgh and head off to
Glasgow, tea is in the Services on the M8. We find
the Glasgow dealership and push on to the hotel.
Now Steve assured me that the hotel was 6 miles
from the M74. Bloody Sat-Nav takes us off roading
but eventually we find the hotel - what a nice surprise, we’ve managed an early finish - only 11.50pm.
During the day we had managed to talk ourselves
into the fact we had to finish at Bristol Riders by
7pm so decide to leave at 5am to guarantee getting
Swansea in. The night porter offers us breakfast at
4.30am, what a gentleman!
Get out to the bikes at 5am, it’s raining, we gear
up and set off on our final day. Funnily enough the
Sat-Nav takes us on the 6 mile easy route to the
M74!!! Straight down the M74, on to the M6 in to
Preston. Forgot to get a paper in the services so leg
it into Lidl - have to settle for the Star today. Chester
next, get lost between Chester and Stoke trying to
avoid the M6, end up on the M6 filtering through the
traffic. At least it’s stopped raining. Get to Stoke, on
to Wolverhampton and Birmingham - the traffic and
roadwork’s are killing our schedule. Our plan was
Birmingham, Oxford, Cheltenham, Swansea and
Bristol and we needed 3.5 to 4 hours left to get from
Cheltenham to Swansea to Bristol. Cheltenham is
decision time if we are going to do the 28 dealers.
We had wrongly worked out we had to be in Bristol
before 7pm (in fact we had to be there by 9pm....
muppets!). So we leave Birmingham, avoid the roadwork’s; get onto the M42 and down the M40.
Now those of us that own a Garmin Zumo 550 will
know one of its most outstanding flaws. It has the
most optimistic arrival time ever. Punch in a destination it will say arrival of an hour, stop at the first
junction and it will add another hour and so on, it is
the most depressing Sat-Nav ever. I think we actually gained time once on our epic journey and that
was between Birmingham and Oxford. Flying down
the M40, the Sat-Nav was giving us time back! I
have to admit things were starting to blur as I was
riding along. I had been considering a Scooby Doo
paint job for a long time as no one else has one, but
had decided that I needed something classier, more
mainstream so I came up with a Captain Caveman
paint scheme. What was I thinking? Time to get to
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Oxford and start snorting coffee! Then I realised that Steve was missing...bugger. Nearly at Oxford, get to
the dealership, call him, no answer. I can only wait, oh and lose the 5 minutes we gained. Eventually he rolls
in holding bits of his bike, what had happened was the heel shift had worked loose and jammed between
the frame and the engine. So every time he leaned left it was grinding the road. He had to stop on the hard
shoulder and yank it out. Steve gets to Oxford and his engine is smothered in oil - into the workshop it goes,
he’s lost 1.5 litres of oil. The mechanic tops up the oil, says this can happen when a tourer is worked hard,
just keep an eye on it. We have lost an hour or more and 28 dealers is game over.
A pleasant ride up to Cheltenham, spend 30 minutes doing the last 4 miles into the dealership. Get to
Cheltenham at 5pm we have to be at Bristol now by 6.30pm. An hour and a half to get to Brislington across
the city. For some reason I don’t think we’re going to make it and start to panic. I had completely forgotten
motorbikes can use the bus lanes in Bristol. We slide through Bristol with ease, pull into Riders at 5.55pm
they were just closing. I get Jeremy Parrot to stamp our final clapperboard and he’s in our final photo.
Celebrations all round we’ve done it!

Iron Hog
Robin Seymour
We started at10:00 on Friday the 12th July and were
waved off by a few members.
First stop was Southampton (67 miles 11:01) and
for speed we went via the A3 / M27 route and made
good time. Once we got to the dealership it was time
to take advantage of their bacon sandwich facility
and feed the inner man (more on this later).

Bristol (503 miles 21:00) next and the feeling of
déjà vu as we retraced our steps was huge so
we stopped and gave Burger king (Axel prefers
Macdonalds chips) the pleasure of our custom and
bar the odd sat-nav hiccup, apparently I always
miss the first turn and go for the second (I think my
sat-nav prefers it that way) it was uneventful.

It was a fun trip, very different. If you are looking for an idea for a reasonably long trip, do this, but over
a week or ten days. You ride some good scenic roads. This is open to anyone and to get the patch you
only need to visit the 4 mandatory dealers, roughly 1200 miles in 50 hours. Any Harley will do including a
Sportster, as you need the fuel receipts as evidence!
Our thanks go to most dealers who were open and offered free coffee, water and directions.

Anyone want to try for 28 dealers next year?

Phil (Newbie) Blake

No fuel, so off to Plymouth via the Jurassic coast!
Weather was glorious and the nice car drivers gave
us lots of room to get past and we took full advantage of it. The riders were bedding in now and
getting used to each other and the way each rode.
We arrived safely in Plymouth (214 miles 14:15) and
had a bacon butty. We were following the “Adam
Anderson” mode of eat when you stop.

Time to go to Oxford (573 miles 22:22) and once we
get to Swindon it’s A roads and lots of overtaking
(within legal limits) and a good pace. Having had the
Briefest stop it was time to find some fuel and get
a coffee before scooting to Cheltenham (622 miles
23:52) to find they have moved the dealership a
couple of hundred yards down the road!

We were using the buddy system of refuelling, in
that we paired up and shared the fuel costs so that it
was quicker.
After that it was Bridgewater (300 miles 16:19),
which is now a multi dealer and no coffee and pretty
short on smiles. We didn’t linger and went off to
Swansea to try to get there before they shut. Traffic
was rubbish and we did a lot of filtering both on the
M5 and the M4.
Anyway missed Swansea (412 miles 18:42) but it
looks like a nice dealership and has a good café
beside it or is it integral?

We didn’t care as it was time to go to the hotel (630
miles 00:10) and the bar was open so we had a swift
beer before retiring. It then took me half an hour to
stop buzzing and go to sleep and worst of all woke
up before the alarm.
Slightly irritated that I had cheated myself of some
sleep I went out to find that all had done the same
and we were ready to roll on time so we did but very
quietly at first to be considerate to the other guests
as it was 06:30!!
Birmingham (675 miles 07:15) was next and it was
shut so we rushed off to Wolverhampton (692 miles
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07:50) who were just getting ready to open for their
barbeque day. They very kindly gave us coffee
and offered us a burger if we would like to wait, we
explained the challenge and they gave us the staff’s
bacon baps and made the staff wait!! This is a really
nice place to be now and we were treated well.
Adrian, thanks to you and your team.

Having done the inner man bit, its off to Stoke (729
miles 08:52) who are another Stratstone dealer
and the welcome was very good as well. Anna in
clothing even changed her shoes so Axel could get
pictures.

Whilst we were having coffee two riders from Rolling
Hills came in and they were doing the Iron Hog
as well!! This gave Axel and I a real buzz to meet
someone who was doing our ride whilst we were
doing it as well! They were very complimentary
about the ride and said they had really enjoyed it.
They were aiming for 25.

After Stoke it was across to Chester (772 miles
10:21) and lots of A roads rather than a motorway
slog and it was a delightful ride with filtering and
overtaking galore. Chester has a burger van and
as it was lunchtime (it is if you are up and on the
road at 06:30) we opted for the low fat bacon and
sausage bap at £2.50. I even received an indecent
proposal, which I of course declined.

From Chester it was up to Preston (828 miles 11:49),
which was a motorway slog and it was warm again
and the heat was taking its toll as we felt tired and
dived into the red bull! Lots of members standing
about just chatting and we did a bit to promote
SofER and the Iron hog and then shot off on the
worst leg of the journey.

The dealer principal met us at the door and told us
that they were closed and he was very sorry but
when we told him what we were doing he asked if
we needed coffee or anything and could not have
been more helpful. Don; thank you.

We are now over two hours behind schedule and
raced over to Edinburgh (1069 miles 18:29) which
of course was closed but somehow that was fine
because we needed to crack on. We added layers
as it had got cold (remember that?) and we started
the long A road stretch to Newcastle (1180 miles
21:31) and thoroughly enjoyed the roads over the
hills but there are lots of speed cameras.
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Its turn round and head for Nottingham (1430 miles
09:35) and I have never seen this one open, must
try harder. No point in hanging around so we went
off to Uppingham (1474 miles 10:50) and they were
open and lots of bikers around out for a Sunday
bimble. Nice greeting but can’t stop so rush off over
the hills of Rutland and into Norfolk. A great ride and
I think this was one of the best stretches.

Once we had done the pictures it was under the
Tyne Tunnel and down the A19 as the A1 was
closed. This proved to be a good shout as the road
was empty and we were able to make good time
despite Miklos’s headlight that resembled a strobe
light behind you. Whoever had the idea of a rubber-mounted headlight wants his backside kicking.
Norwich (1577 miles 13:26) beckons so we crack
on and fight our way through the traffic and it was a
fight in most parts. It’s really hot now and the tarmac
is melting so that every time we park up the side
stands are ripping up the tarmac.

It’s the long motorway slog to Glasgow (1018 miles
17:30) in the heat of the day. Whilst scorching up the
M74 north of Lockerbie we hit stationary traffic and
filtered to the front, which turned out to be a major
incident involving a car and a bridge. Over 2 hours
later we were able to continue but it had cost us
dearly.

Leeds (1289 miles 23:53) beckoned and we made
up some time but we were eating into our sleep
time and it was really annoying driving around and
around the dealership because I couldn’t see the
sat-nav properly. Anyway, a quick photo and off to
Wakefield (1306 miles 0:22) and the hotel. I had
contemplated moving this hotel further south earlier
in the week and was very glad that I didn’t.
Off to bed and slept like a baby! Up at 05:30 and on
bikes by 06:15 to be off to Chesterfield (1343 miles
07:06) who win the worst road outside the dealership
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prize. We did not linger and went the overland route
to Lincoln (1388 miles 08:46) via a MacDonald’s for
Axel and I will never have a “big breakfast“ again!

Apologies for outside Norwich Russ.
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The dual carriageway out of Norwich is finished and
this makes a great difference on our little jaunt down
to Newmarket (1629 miles 14:44) and its shut as well
so we ride off down to the M11 and Lakeside (1693
miles 15:51). The heat and the length of the day is
taking its toll on the motorway run and I for one was
very pleased to get to Lakeside who were open, just!
They were closing in ten minutes but stayed open
(thank you) long enough for us to have a doughnut
and a coffee, both of which were great and really
appreciated.

(1830 miles 20:33) before heading down to our finish
line. Having now reached 28 dealerships, all we had
to do was reach Guildford before the time ran out.

NORMY’s SofER BBQ Mission Statement
The customer is always right – this may alter subject to the chef’s beer
intake.
We encourage feedback which the chef will answer politely and with a

Normys’
SofER BBQ
smile.
Mission Satement
We aim to be polite and never ever swear at customers or staff .

Service will be on time – the chef prides himself on punctuality give or

Next stop was Maidstone (1721 miles 16:44) and
even though it was motorway, the doughnuts and
coffee had woken us up and we made good time.

We got to Guildford at 21:26 and having ridden 1861
miles and raised over £1500 for charity. Since Friday
at 10:00 we had only had maximum sleep time of
ten hours out of almost 60 hours. Our bodies were
tired but we were happy. Of course if someone
opens another dealership we will have to do it all
over again.

take the odd hour.
Our chef never drinks on duty except to taste ingredients. The assistant
cook (Tracy) makes up for this by necking any bottle in sight.
The assistant Chef (Tracy) is not allowed to constantly moan at the
assistant chef’s assistant (Dell) whose job she stole anyway and cant do
it half as well as he did .

IT was then decision time, do we do Shaw’s and go
for 28 or do we head into London and settle for 27?

The assistant chef’s assistant will not be hit with any cooking utensils

It was a unanimous decision and we went off to
Lewes (1764 miles 17:57) via some tiny roads which
ate the time up and we didn’t see many open petrol
stations which was becoming a concern.

by the chef or his assistant just for trying a little bit of the food first.
If at all possible the chef (an electrician) will not cause total electrical
failure beyond the site and Bisley village by connecting no more than 200
extension leads into any building he can break into.
The cook will always aim to deliver the most complicated menu possible
despite the customers only wanting a BBQ.
IT has been a great challenge, no cross words, no
incidents, just lots of good riding and a true test of
your inner self. I enjoyed myself immensely and
would like to thank my fellow riders for making that
experience so much better for having someone to
share it with.

We headed back up to London so that we could go
to Mottingham (1817 miles 19:44) and then threaded
our way across to the Kings road for the other Warrs
40
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The chef’s assistant will tell everyone she is really Nigella Lawson just
roughing it for the weekend but ignore her( it’s the drink ).

Till next time…
Robin Seymour
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